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ABOUT CENTRAL UNIVERSITY OF GUJARAT, GANDHINAGAR, GUJARAT

Established by Parliament of India through the Central Universities Act (2009), Central
University of Gujarat (CUG) considers its main objectives as dissemination and advancement
of knowledge creation and sharing. The University is committed to make special provisions for
integrated and interdisciplinary courses, to educate and train human resources for the country's
development, to initiate appropriate measures for promoting innovation in teaching and
learning and to pay special attention to improve the social and economic conditions and welfare
of the people, especially pertaining to their intellectual, academic and cultural development.
With its 105 teaching faculty and nearly 1400 students, the University is marching ahead in
achieving its endeavours. It has 11 schools and 22 centres encompassing various disciplines
of Science, Humanities, Social Sciences and Education. The University was accredited B++
by NAAC in the year 2016. The hallmark of the University is its state-of-the-art Central
Instrumentation Facility (CIF), housing many highly sophisticated scientific instruments.
MOTTO
Providing a Global Platform for Knowledge and Employability to our Students along with
Society and Industry Interface.
OUR MISSION
The mission of CUG is to provide access to quality education and create oppotunities for
encouraging students to effectively engage with emerging innovations and technological
challenges, international competitiveness, and leadership in thought as well as in action.
CUG is also conscious of the importance of developing entrepreneurial and scholastic abilities
for creation of knowledge, wealth, and prosperity for the country as well as peace and happiness
for human beings.
OUR VISION
The vision of CUG is to establish itself as a centre of excellence with social commitment
by integrating modern, scientific, and technological knowledge and skills with the basic
human ethos and values. The University shall set forth a model in teaching, research and personality
development and creating skilled human resource with a sense of responsiveness towards
the society, country and world at large.

   

Central University of Gujarat
Glimpses of the Events
To celebrate the completion of 20 years of glorious public services of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi Ji, Central University of Gujarat organized various activities in two-day
long events on 20th & 21st July 2022. On the first day quiz and speech competitions were
organized where students from various schools of the University participated enthusiastically.
The themes of the quiz and speech competition were based on political, social, global and personal
life of PM Narendra Modiji. Alomost 50 students from across various disciplines participated.
The Vice Chancellor of the University Prof. Rama Shanker Dubey appreciated the effort
of the students and said that the willingness to praticipate is more important than to win
or lose. The judges of the quiz competition were Prof. Jay Prakash Pradhan, Prof. Jayendra
Amin and Prof. Bhawna Pathak. All participants shared their views extensively and highlighted
the 20 years of PM Modi’s public life. The winners were awarded on the next day in the special
colloquium event.

Quiz Competition- 20.07.2022
Quiz competition was based on the theme “PM Modi & his 20 years of Public Service: Vision
& Mission” where nearly fifty students representing all different schools of the university
participated . The questions in the quiz included various landmark achievements, implemented
decisions and transformative changes brought out by Modiji as Chief Minister of Gujarat as
well as Prime Minister of India.
All the participants shared their views extensively and highlighted the 20 years of PM Modi’s
public life, more specially about his leadership from Gujarat to Delhi. A sizeable number
of students and faculty members participated in the quiz competition. The questions were
based on the political, social, global and personal life of PM Narendra Modiji.

   

Dr. Subhash Kumar, Associate Professor, SSS, CUG, conducting the Quiz Competition

Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, CUG, Prof. Rama Shanker Dubey addressing the participants

Prof. Atanu Mohapatra, Director, IQAC, CUG,
addressing the participants

Mr. Swami Kundan Kishore, Assistant Professor,
Chinese Language, CUG, Conducting the
the Speech Competition

   

Speech Competition- 20.07.22
On the theme of “PM Modi & Idea of New India” a speech competition was organised
where many students from various schools of the university participated. In their speech
the students very forcefully put their firm views, how PM modi has resolved various ailing
issues with whom India has suffered so far, to name a few Abrogation of Article 370, Law against
Triple Talak, CAA, Ram Temple in Ayodhya, reservation for economically backward sections, and
various welfare measures for rural poor.
Excerpts of the Speech
1st Prize Winner, Amol Kumar, Ph.D. Scholar, Centre for Gandhian Thought and Peace
Studies, School of Social Sciences, CUG highlighted on the initiatives of PM Modiji. Amol
Kumar explained that New India is for inclusive development, reforms, equality, self-reliant
and hope for new world order where India will lead. An India that is corruption free and
terrorism free. He further said that PM Modi’s charismatic leadership is evident through Ujwala
Yojna providing free gas connection to women, Jan Dhan Khata having 44 crore beneficiaries
and Aayushman Bharat for free medical facilities. His leadership is further evident during
Covid 19 pandemic where India not only made two vaccines but also became the champion of
vaccination drive having inoculated more than 200 crores of population. Besides, India also
provided vaccines, medicines, and PPE kits to many countries in the world.
Various social and administrative reforms have been undertaken, to name some of them are –
NITI Ayog, Abrogation of Article 370, Tipple Talak etc. The economy of India is growing
steadily, and India is now the fifth largest economy in the world in terms of notional GDP. PM
Modi is working towards making India self-reliant in different sectors. India is now exporter
of many defence equipments. India has influenced world powers and is maintaining a strategic
relation with many leading countries of the world. As a member of international solar alliance,
India will build solar technology capacity. With more use of renewal energy India is
transforming as New India and solving environment related issues. Though, we are still facing
many challenges, we are confident that we will overcome the challenges under the
transformative leadership of PM Modi ji.

Mr. Amol Kumar, Research Scholar, SSS, CUG delivering his speech

   

2nd Prize Winner, Lav Kumar, Ph.D. scholar, Centre for Diaspora Studies, CUG said, I
am a citizen of a country where there was a king like Chhatrapati Shivaji Maharaj and
and Emperor Ashoka the Great. I am a citizen of a country where food, dress and appearance
change in every 50 mills. I am a citizen of a country where there used to be a golden bird sitting on
every branch of the tree. I am a citizen of that country, which did not consider its geographical border
and identity but Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam.
Today, the India we are talking about making a new
one, this is the same India whose properity of
Sindhu Valley Civilization was spread till Egypt and
Mesopotamia. That India whose export and craftmanship
used to be discussed in the Silk Route. Let us bring
the value and prosperity of the same India to New
India today under the visionary leadership of PM
Modiji. New India, where we build a nation that has
innovation, hard-work and creativity. A nation that is free
from terrorism, poverty, illiteracy and corruption.
New India, where there should be space to talk about
unity, integrity, and brotherhood.
Honorable Prime Minister Narendra Modi ji has made each
and every possible area’s policy in the making of New
India and has also brought them down to the ground level.
Whether it is the field of security, entrepreneurship, or
Mr. Lav Kumar, Research Scholar, CDS, CUG, self-reliant India the youth of India has played their role
delivering his speech
in every field.
Mahatma Gandhiji had also seen the dream of open defecation free India, but it is Honorable
PM Narendra Modiji who has done the work of making that dream come true in New India.
This is the time not only for social awakening but also for self-awareness, where the youth
of India is ready to contribute actively to the construction of New India, building of their society
and country.
3rd Prize winner, Avinash Upadhyay, Ph.D. Research Scholar, Centre for Diaspora Studies,
Central University of Gujarat reiterated the speed with which India has progressed under the
leadership of our country's most loving Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi ji is amazing. It is
important to understand here that what is the basis of this progress? How has the leadership
capability of Modiji touched the zenith in building this New India? Is there anything new in
this India, and if it is then what is that?
The answer to all these questions is the 20 years of Modi's political life, the meaning of politics
and the vision of an advanced India that is helpful in building India.
Modi ji, who has been on the post of Prime Minister of India since 2014, applied the experience
learned from his past experience as Chief Minister of Gujarat since 2001, in the Navnirman of
India, which proved to be a step forward in the all-round development of the country. It has
brought India on the world stage and put it in the front line.
The Prime Minister has repeated many times about the creation of a New India, there is a
uniqueness, a sense of harmony, patriotism, world fraternity, and socio-economic

   

development. For example, we all had heard the name of 'Yoga', but Modi ji established it on
the world stage and at the same time tried to establish
a natural value like yoga in every Indian household
to stay healthy. In this New India, there is the value of
Swaraj and Sarvodaya which has blessed India with
initiatives like Ujjwala Yojana, Skill India etc. This New
India has given the right pace to the fast-growing
youth by implementing National Education Policy
(NEP 2020), new health policy, etc. And above all the
mission of Antyodya is reflected with success of India
having its inclusive growth in all spheres.
We Indians have found the zeal and passion to
build ourselves to become a self-reliant India,
and this New India will guide the coming generation
moving
in the frontline on sustainable development
Mr. Avinash Upadhyay, Research Scholar, CDS,
and will be an inspiration for the whole world.
CUG delivering his speech

Hon’ble Vice Chancellor with participants, judges and committee members of the event

   

A Special Colloquium on the Book
Modi@20: Dreams Meet Delivery (21.07.22)

About the Book
MODI@20: Dreams Meet Delivery is an attempt to outline the legend of Indian politics and
popular global leader Shree Narendra Modi’s twenty years of public service. The ‘foreword’
to this book is writeen by the Bharat Ratna Lata Mangeshkar. The book is edited and compiled
by Bluekraft Digital Foundation and published by Rupa Publications India.
The book comprises of five sections and twenty-one chapters; each chapter is written by a
renowned domain expert. The chapters discuss their respective topic in a holistic framework,
covering the entire twenty years pertaining to that topic in a seamless narrative.
Section 1 is about the social impact of Modiji. Double Olympic medalist P.V.Sindhu writes on
youth connect, Shobana Kamineni of the Apollo Group analyses woman empowerment and
economist Surjit Bhalla deploys academic framework to understand the impact of Modi’s
policies in terms of its reach to those at the bottom of the pyramid and in eradicating poverty.

Section 2 deals with the political impact of Modiji. One of India’s foremost authors, Amish
Tripathi, writes on the cultural revival under Modiji. Who could be a better person than Home
Minister Amit Shah to take us through the political journey of BJP under Modi? And so, he
does as he provides a fascinating account through his writing. The last chapter in this section
is by Pradeep Gupta, one of India’s most reliable psephologist, who tells us through numbers
and data how Modiji has forever changed the way elections are contested in India.
Section 3 is on the economic policy of Modi ji. India’s Chief Economic Advisor Anantha
Nageswaran discusses the unique ability of Modi ji to think big and then execute it at that scale.
Prof. Arvind Panagariya, among India’s most respected economists, deep dives into the process
of economic reforms under Modiji’s leadership and the way they have been executed. Dr.
Shamika Ravi, a distinguished economist and author, brings data analysis skill to bear in the
chapter on microeconomics and how Modiji empowers the poor. Uday S. Kotak, India’s
leading banker, writes the last Chapter in this section which deals with the philosophy of
respecting and encouraging wealth creators.

   

Section 4 is about a new paradigm of governance brought about by Modiji. Ajay Mathur from
the International Solar Alliance explores the frictionless interplay between development and
environment protection that has been the hallmark of Modiji’s tenure. Anupam Kher builds a
persuasive case of why Modiji, contrary to conventional wisdom of not trusting a politician, is
the most trusted man in time of crises. India’s foremost agricultural scientist, Professor Ashok
Gulati, writes on the management of farm sector. Dr. Devi Shetty, India’s leading medical
professional analyses the governance response on managing the COVID-19 pandemic. Nandan
Nilekani, a pioneering technical mind, brings in his own personal anecdotes to tell us how Modi
ji integrated technology into day-to-day governance ad made it an indelible tool of governance.
There could be no one better than Nripendra Mishra, Principal Secretary to Modiji in his first
term, to explain the dynamics of what goes into the framed execution abilities of Modiji. The
spiritual master Sadhguru Jaggi Vasudev, who understands the mechanisms of mass
movements and when, how and why they work has beautifully explained the processes of mass
movements as force multipliers in governance. The beautifully narrated story in the chapter
‘Winds of Change’, mirrors the changes that happened in Modiji’s years, could only have been
written by one of India’s most loved and prolific writers, Sudha Murty.
Section 5 is about how India deals with the rest of the world under Modiji. National Security
Advisor Ajit Doval brings in his first-hand experience of dealing with national security matters
under Modiji in this first of its kind chapter, rich in detail and conceptual expense. Manoj
Ladwa from Britain and Bharat Barai from the United States, two people who have personally
known Modiji for almost three decades, narrate through personal anecdotes the method behind
the unique diaspora strength that Modiji has been able to muster. Finally, India’s External
Affairs Minister, Dr. S. Jaishankar, lays out the foreign policy of Modiji as it has panned out
since 2014 and future vision about India’s place in the community of nations.

Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, CUG lighting the lamp with Padma shri Vishnu Pandyaji

   

A legend who has transformed modern India by his sheer commitment, selfless approach,
impeccable enthusiasm, transparent and affective administration, inclusive approach, and a
passion to re-establish Bharat as Vishwa Guru, he is none other than our beloved Hon’ble Prime
Minister Narendra Bhai Modi ji. A lot of efforts have been initiated through various media to
understand different facets of public life of PM Modi ji. In view of this, the book “Modi @ 20:
Dreams Meet Delivery” published by Bluekraft Digital Foundation has covered several
important, untold interesting aspects of PM Modi. Contributions from eminent public figures
– Lata Mangeshkar, P.V. Sindhu, Amit Shah, Anupam Kher, Sadhguru, Ajit Doval, Dr. S
Jaishankar, Nripendra Mishra and others have made the book a masterpiece.

Padma shri Vishnu Pandyaji addressing the audience

Central University of Gujarat, Gandhinagar organised the special colloquium on 21st July 2022
to deliberate on the book “Modi @ 20: Dreams Meet Delivery”. The eminent speakers shared
their views in the colloquium where faculty members and students at the University
participated.
The colloquium began on 21st July 2022 at 4 PM with the invocation of University Kulgeet and
lighting of the lamp. The eminent speakers of the events Padma Shri Vishnu Pandya ji
(Chairman, Gujarat Sahitya Academy) and Dr. Dinesh Dasa ji (Former Chairman, GPSC)
highlighted various aspects of Narendra Modi’s public life. Visnu Pandya ji said that ‘India is
blessed to have a leader like Narendra Modi who is a global leader now.’ He further elaborated
that Prime Minister Modi ji had never lust for power and is serving the society selflessly with
a mission to make our country strong and re-establish its glory. He also elaborated the vision
of PM Modi ji and his passion for transforming the country. He added that it is his inclusive
approach that has changed the face of the country.

Padma shri Vishnu Pandyaji addressing the audience

Earlier, Padma Shri Vishnuji talked about the Ekatm Darshan. He emphasized that the
election of new President of India clearly reflects the vision of Sri Narendra Modiji. He added
that a lady from tribal community is destined to become the President of India, this shows how
democracy has been strengthened under the able leadership of Modiji.

Padma shri Vishnu Pandyaji addressing the audience

Padma shri Vishnu Pandyaji addressing the audiance, from right Dr. Dinesh Dasa, former GPSC, Chairman,
Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, Prof. Rama Shanker Dubey and Prof. Atanu Mohapatra, Director, IQAC, CUG

Dr. Dinesh Dasa ji, former Chairperson of Gujarat Public Service Commission appreciated all
the 21 authors who have contributed to the book Modi@20: Dreams meet Reality which helps
to understand the statesmanship of Modi ji as he is just not a political leader, but he always
thinks about the next generation whereas a politician only concentrates on the next election. It
is in this context that Modi ji is far ahead from all contemporary political leaders. Dr. Dasa also
referred the quote of Sri Amit Shah from the book ‘If you need to understand Modi ji’s 20
years of contribution, you need to know the first 30 years of his devotion to the party and
country’. He stressed on the three aspects of Modi ji: Narendra Modi as a Chief Minister,
Narendra Modi as the Prime Minister and Narendra Modi as a statesman. Keeping it in view,
Dr. Dasa ji discussed in detail how Modi ji transformed Gujarat, India and the society with a
mission of ‘Sabka Saath, Sabka Vikas, Sabka Vishwas and Sabka Prayas.’

   

He further highlighted Modiji’s vision of maximum governance and minimum government
which has brought a massive change in the entire Indian administrative approach. Dr. Dasa ji
deliberated with relevant data on the various aspects of development initiated by Prime
Minister Modiji.

Dr. Dinesh Dasa, Former Chairman, GPSC addressing the gathering

Book Stall during the Event

   

During the colloquium, Hon’ble Vice Chancellor of CUG, Prof. Rama Shanker Dubey in his
presidential address said that the New Education Policy 2020 is a by-product of PM Modi’s
vision. He further highlighted that NEP is going to transform the Indian education system and
it has been drafted as per the needs and challenges of contemporary times that will lead to the
holistic development of students. Honourable Vice Chancellor appreciated the very elaborate
and comprehensive views of both the eminent speakers and said that close associates of
Narendra Modi ji have revealed various aspects of Modiji’s life and his leadership skills. He
also mentioned that ‘Pandit Deendayal Upadhaya’s Antyodaya Yojana is the goal of Modiji’s
life where the person sitting at the bottom is benefitted by the policies made by the
government’.

Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, CUG, Prof. Rama Shanker Dubey delivering Presidential Address

Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, CUG, Prof. Rama Shanker Dubey delivering Presidential Address

   

He lauded how Modiji has popularised and glorified Hindi by using it at all the international
platforms. Digitalization of India has been one of the most important features of Modiji’s vision
which has enabled us to compete with the superpowers. In addition to this, Prof. Dubey also
mesmerized the audience by citing various examples of Modiji’s efforts of associating the
people and winning the heart. He said, the world is learning how Modiji has fought with the
COVID-19 pandemic and put all his efforts tirelessly to minimize the casualty. In the end, he
said that Modi ji’s vision and efforts are going to re-establish Bharat as Vishwaguru.

Mr. Amol Kumar, Research Scholar, SSS, CUG receiving the first prize in speech competition

Mr. Lav Kumar, Research Scholar, CDS, CUG receiving the second prize in speech competition

Mr. Avinash Upadhyay, Research Scholar, CDS, CUG receiving the third prize in speech competition

   

Mr. Shriram, Research Scholar, SNSS, CUG receiving the first prize in quiz competition

Ms. Jyoti Jaiswal, Research Schloar, SNS, CUG
receiving the third prize in quiz competition

Mr. Amar Ahirwar, BA German Language, CUG
receiving the second prize in quiz competition

Faculty members and students of CUG attending the event

   

Moderator: Dr. Megha Sidhpura, Associate Professor, SSS, CUG

Faculty members and students of CUG attending the event

Faculty members and students of CUG attending the event

   

Faculty members and students of CUG attending the event

Dr. Shubhash Kumar, Associate Professor, SSS, CUG, offering Vote of Thanks

Organising Committe
Prof. Atanu Mohapatra
Prof. Rakesh Rai
Dr. Subhash Kumar
Dr. Megha Sidhpura
Dr. Rajneesh Gupta
Dr. Shrish Kumar Tiwari
Mr. Swami Kundan Kishor
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Narendra bhai stands out because people trust him. People know that, however hard the challenge is,
he will work with the best intent and resolve it. Such trust, in the intent and action, differentiates a leader
from the rest. I have no hesitation in saying that in every part of the country, people think of him as a
family member who talks about issues that are relatable. (Foreword, Pg. X)
-

Late Bharat Ratna Awardee, Lata Mangeshkar

‘Prime Minister Narendra Modi is among the very few undisputed youth icons of India. On that there
is no debate.’ (pp. 3)
-

P.V. Sindhu

‘The Difference between Modi and other Prime Ministers has been that the theory has been put into
effective practice. This may be the most important factor behind Modi’s extra ordinary political
success.’ (pp.30)
-

Surjit S. Bhalla, Executive Director, IMF for India, Bangladesh, Bhutan and Sri Lanka

‘The upshot was an inspirational explosion, a mandate of a billion aspirations, and a cry from the soul
for ‘Abki baar, Modi Sarkaar’. Constituencies, groups, communities, families and individuals who had
never previously voted for the BJP turned up at polling stations with a spring in their step and hope in
their hearts. Together they gave India a fresh start. (pp.74) Narendra Modi is now the template for what
it means and what it takes to be a national leader.’ (pp.78)
-

Amit Shah

‘It is perhaps one of the most remarkable aspects of Narendra bhai as a leader that he understands his
role in history as keenly as he is able to perceive the direction of the tide. As a statesman, he is acutely
conscious of the fact that in our new avatar as a democracy, the role of the common citizen and the
power of Collective Will are the primary aspects that will shape the future of this nation.’ (pp.292-293)
-

Sadguru

‘Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s commitment to nation-building, an abiding belief in India’s inherent
potential and a unique leadership style have played important roles in framing strong and effective
national security policies. A political leader with a vision of the future and down-to-earth experience of
public service and governance, he has three traits that distinguish him from most others who occupied
his exalted position. His capacity for hard work, penchant for details and fast comprehension of complex
issues are extraordinary features of his leadership style.’ (pp.317)
-

Ajit Doval, K.C.

Under Narendra Modi, we have witnessed the unfolding of a different approach to world affairs. It
evolves around changing the thinking of the world about India. Entrenched prejudices and vested
interests may be deep; but they are being contested vigorously through policies and actions. An
important aspect is to ensure that our capabilities and contribution receive greater recognition.’ (pp.
367)
-

Dr. S. Jaishankar

Padamashree Vishnu Pandyaji addresing the audience

Hon’ble Vice Chancellor, CUG, Prof. Rama Shanker Dubey addresing the audience

Dr. Dinesh Dasa, Former, Chairman, GPSC, addressing the audience
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